
Vibia
Cosmos 2511

Version

medium-sized lamp shade green

medium-sized lamp shade light grey

Technical details

Country of Manufacture  Spain

Manufacturer Vibia

Designer Lievore Altherr Molina

protection IP20

Scope of delivery LED

material
ABS, polycarbonate, polyurethane,
steel

height adjustment height determinable

dimming DALI dimmable

LED inclusive

Colour Rendering Index >80

Luminous flux in lm 1,455

Color temperature in
Kelvin

2,700 extra warm white

canopy dimensions Length 42 cm, width 28 cm

system performance 3 x 4.5 + 1 x 1 Watt LEDs

total height 200 cm

Dimensions B 24 cm | L 65 cm

Description

The Vibia Cosmos 2511 is a lamp consisting of three, round, disc-shaped lamp
shades made of polycarbonate in various sizes and colours. The smallest lamp
shade measures 19 cm in diameter and is dark brown matt, the middle is 27
cm in diameter as well as green matt or light grey matt and the largest lamp
shade is 48 cm in size as well as white matt. The medium-sized lamp shade is
available in matt green or light grey matt.

The three lamp shades can be suspended up to a maximum of 200 cm. Three
modern 4.5 watt LEDs and one 1 watt LED are included. The Cosmos 2511 is a
three-lighted pendant lamp, which is reminiscent of a constellation of different
moons. The light can be dimmed on site by an external dimmer (DALI, push or
1-10 Volt). A with Casambi module dimmable version is also available on
request. The lamp with Casambi module can be operated via smartphone or
tablet using the Casambi app via Bluetooth. Casambi technology also offers
the option of switching the light on at specific times via a timer. The lamp was
designed by Lievore, Altherr and Molina.
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